(Archives F.O.I.)

ENGLISH

OFFICIAL DENOMINATION

CLASSIC

Refers to classic birds of both yellow and red beaks (subspecies Hecks).

BROWN

Refers to Brown mutation birds of both yellow and red beaks
(sub-species Hecks).

TOPAZ

Refers to Topaz mutation birds of both yellow and red beaks
(sub-species Hecks).

PHAEO

Refers to Phaeo mutation birds of both yellow and red beaks
(sub-species Hecks).

CREAM-INO

Refers to Cream-Ino mutation birds of both yellow and red
beaks (sub-species Hecks).

GREY ONYX

Refers to both cock and hen birds, in grey-Onyx mutation, of
both yellow and red beaks (sub-species Hecks).

NEW
MUTATIONS
UNDER REVIEW

Refers to birds of both yellow and red beaks (sub-species
Hecks), the mutation of which has not yet been standardised.

NOTE:
All descriptions will be preceded by the denomination “Long Tailed
Grassfinch”
The combination of mutations will be defined by the addition of both mutations
but will always be preceded as per paragraph above. For example:Brown Long
Tailed Grassfinch, cream-ino.Grey Long Tailed Grassfinch, cream-ino

PLUMAGE & GENERAL CONDITION
PLUMAGE
Even and bright, neat, complete and close-fitting. Of good consistency especially in the
short feather areas: lores around the base of the beak, the meeting point between the
throat and around the eyes.
The plumage on the back and the breastmust be well compact, avoiding long, soft or
raised feathering and least so unevenness.
Much importance is attached to the central tail feathers, which must be of equal length,
as dense as possible and of good cosistency at the root.
Traces of nest feather or icomplete moult is considered a serious fault, counting against
the bird.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS

TAIL
LORES
FLANKS
BIB

Tail feathers: broken or drooping
Centre tail feathers missing, uneven, damaged
Odd feathering
Poor feathering, soft, with frilling
Lack of feathering along the throat or showing frilling

GENERAL CONDITION
The bird must show elegance and be in perfect health.
Its legs and nails as well as all other limbs must be free of any deformity or weakness.
Signs of scars or swelling are considered a fault and will count against the bird.
The beak must not show scaling, be opened or damaged, the mandibles must be equal
and well adjusting.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS

TAIL
WINGS
LEGS
BEAK
NAILS
CLEANLINESS

Medium tail feathers missing, uneven, damaged, crossed or not in
accordance with the standard.
Broken or damaged wing feathers.
Scaly or swollen.
Scaly, opened, damaged, too thick or too long.
Over-long, broken or twisted.
Dirty bird.

Note: Serious defects lead to disqualification.
DESIGN STANDARD

The Long Tailed Grassfinch is charaterised by a particular design of its bib, flanks and
lores, which are all well defined and contrasting areas.
It is most important that such characteristics are taken well into account when judging.
In considering the design, account will need to be taken of all the areas described
above, which are all visible to a smaller or greater extent in all the varieties described
in the standard, taking good note of delimiting outlines.
Any mark is considered a serious fault
The regularity in demarcation outlines that distinctly define the colour of the nape of
the neck from the colour of the back is the design’s quality hallmark.

1. Regular formation of the bib, with well
defined outline.
2. The contrast between the nape and the
back must be well defined.
3. A fine white edging on the outer wing
feathers is considered to be of quality.
4. A symmetrical white area on both sides
of the outer wing feathers is considered
to be of quality.
5. Breeches to be well defined and as long
as possible.
6. Lores to be well marked and clearly
defined.
7. The bib to extend as far as possible.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS

Bib
Lores
Breeches

Borders not well defined, long
shaped, narrow or too short.
Broken, too fine, and not equal on
both sides.
Irregular form, too fine, not well
defined, not equal on both sides.

Note: Serious defects lead to disqualification

TYPE, PROPORTION, SIZE & POSITION

The Long Tailed Grassfinch must possess a harmonious type, particularly in the front
areas, robust neck and breast, elongated abdominal area.
The trapeze shaped head is long at the base of the neck and full on the breast, raised
(forward) in relation to the abdomen.
The back is in line with the tail, which is slightly raised towards its end (the back is in
line with the tail which must show two single medium tail feathers, of equal length,
showing a slight rise on the vertical plane.
A slight indentation in the top of the nape and on the rump is allowed. On the
horizontal plane, the bird tends to show a rather full and rounded silhouette (type)
especially on the breast.

(1) Trapeze shaped head, with the base longer in relation to the top.

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS

NECK
HEAD
BREAST
SIZE
ABDOMEN
TAIL
TYPE
WINGS

Too long and pinched
Flat, narrow or pinched
Bad type, heavy, prominent,
undeveloped, uneven.
Very undersized
Heavy due to excessive fat
Too long in relation to the body, of
uneven length, not compact (open)
Too long or thin
Too long, crossed or dropped

Note: Serious defects lead to disqualification
POSITION
The position of the Long Tailed Grassfinch is very variable, alternating the position of
45º in normal stance on the perch – in relation to the horizontal position – when
agitated with the body leaning forward, still the abdomen feathers must not touch the
perch.
Wings must be well carried, close to the body,coming to rest on the rump.
Legs are parallel.
Agile by nature, when being judged it must work the perches, without showing signs of
nervousness.
CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS

ABDOMEN
BREAST
LEGS
CARRIAGE

Resting or laying on the perch
Too unbalanced over-leaning
forward
Spread out (separated)
Remaining in the bottom of the
cage. Nervous or stressed.

Note: Serious defects lead to disqualification

COLOUR STANDARD
The chromosome structure that determines the colour of the Long Tailed Grassfinch is
composed of pigments (eumelanin and phaeomelanin) and the lipochrome is
responsible for the yellow colour of the classic and the red in the Hecks subspecies.
The general colour varies from the violet of the breast and the abdomen, to the bluish
grey of the head that stands out from the rusty brown of the back. The phenotype is
further composed of the blacg colour of the bib, lores, breeches and tail. The rump has
bo colour being white in all mutations.
All mutations must show maximum saturation of the pigmentation.
The typical yellow beaked species shows a rosier colour on the legs and the rest of the
colour in general is slightly paler particularly in the underparts.
KEY TO TABLES
As homogenous as possible terminology will be used throughout the colour standard in
order to provide a uniform reading and correlation between the terms.
Degree of tonality:
Degree of consistency:
Definition of sheen:

Light
- Dark
Uniform - Shaded
Bright
- Pale

COLOUR TERMINOLOGY
BLACK SERIES
BLACK
GREY GREYISH
WHITE-WHITISH

BLUE SERIES
BLUE
BLUISH
VIOLET

RED SERIES
BROWN
REDISH
BEIGE

CRITICAL REFERENCE POINTS

1
2
3
4
5
6

The colour of the head is too light, is
variegated
Patches in the area of the bib
Light lores
Bicoloured beak or orange
The colour of the legs does not correspond
to the species or mutation
Soft colour, lacking brilliance.

Note: any serious fault counts against the bird.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE MUTATIONS

CLASSIC

BRUN

TOPAZE

PHAEO

INO

GRIS

BIB

UNIFORM
BRIGHT
BLACK

UNIFORM
BRIGHT
BROWN

UNIFORM
DARK
BROWN

UNIFORM
REDISH

UNIFORM
STRONG
BEIGE

UNIFORM
BRIGHT
BLACK

BREECHES

BLACK

BROWN

BLACK

BROWN

STRONG
REDISH
STRONG
REDISH

STRONG
BEIGE
STRONG
BUFF

BLACK

LORES

DARK
BROWN
STRONG
BROWN

TAIL

BLACK

DARK
BROWN

STRONG
BROWN

BLUISH GREY

GREYISH

GREYISH

STRONG
BEIGE
(lighter raquis)
WHITISH

BLACK

HEAD
EYES

BLACK

BLACK

RED

BRIGHT
BLUISH GREY
BLACK

BACK

BROWN

BROWN

STRNG
BROWN
REDISH

STRONG
REDISH
(lighter raquis)
LIGHT GREY
(PEARL)
BROWN

BEIGE

GREY

WINGS

DARK
GREYISH
BROWN
UNIFORM
VIOLET

BROWN

DARK
BEIGE

UNIFORM
LIGHT RED
REDISHBEIGE

BEIGE

STRONG GREY

UNIFORM
VIOLET

UNIFORM
LIGHT RED

WHITISH

UNIFORM
WHITISH

WHITE

WHITISH

UNIFORM
REDISH
VIOLET
WHITISH

WHITISH

WHITE

WHITISH

-clear beak
-light or
disuniform
breast
-light bib and
breeches
-wings
lacking colour
-clear lores
-clear legs

-clear beak
-clear or
disuniform
beak
-clear lores
-general colour
too light
-clear legs

-clear beak
-light or
disuniform bib
-too light areas
-clear legs

-clear beak
-light or disuniforn
breast
-wings lacking
colour
-clear lores
-traces of
phaeomelanin on
the abdomen
-clear legs

BREAST &
ABDOMEN
VENT & WING
UNDERPARTS

-clear beak
-light or
DEFECTS THAT disuniform breast
COUNT
-wings lacking
AGAINST THE
colour
BIRD
-clear lores
-clear legs

-clear beak
-too light areas
-dull ground
colour (lacking
colour

BLACK

Note
Legs, nails and rump are the same in all all mutations.
The typical yellow beak of the species, the same as the red beak of the Hecks subspecies, remain
unaltered in all mutations.
Hens normally show less brilliant colours, particularly in the area of the cheeks and the vertex (top
of the head), of stronger tonality, the classical nacred effect is absent.

CLASSIC LONG TAILED GRASSFINCH

The Long Tailed Grassfinch is a bird that has an intact chromosome distribution possessing

one hundred per cent (100%) of the following pigments: (EU) Eumelanin, (PH)
Phaeomelanin, and (LIP) Lipochrome.
The presence of brown eumelanin is very slight (just over 4% and less than 8%), not
manifestinh itself on account of the stronger EU and PH.
In any case, the presence of brown eumelanin is variable on various points and can be
selected.
The Long Tailed Grassfinch is dominant in relation to its ancestral form.

BROWN LONG TAILED GRASSFINCH

A recessive sex-linked mutation, it inhibits the development of the eumelanin process, so
that the melanin does not extend (reach) to the black colour fixed on the brown, its
maximum chromatic expression.
Oxydation is as on the classic, EU 100% - eumelanin one hundred percent – (but produced
as EU Brown), phaeomelanin 100% and lipochrome 100%.

TOPAZ LONG TAILED GRASSFINCH
Inheritance is homozygous recessive (allelic in phaeomelanin form) with the characteristic of
revealing or manifesting approximately the total expression of the phaeomelanin and a

reduced presence of the eumelanin (about 50%).
Modification of the eumelanin is between 50% and 70%, phaeomelanin 100%, lipochrome
100%.

PHAEOMELANIC LONG TAILED GRASSFINCH
Autosomatic recessive mutation with the characteristic of interrupting the eumelanin,
keeping the phaeomelanin intact. This is characteristic for the expression of phaeomelanin in
maximum brown tonality and good contrast, eumelanin completely inhibited, fhaeomelanin
100% and lipochrome 100%.

INO LONG TAILED GRASSFINCH

Recessive sex-linked inheritance. The mutation is characterised by the total dissapearance of

the black eumelanin and the phaeomelanin, with the partial presence of brown eumelanin.
Black eumelanin is totally inhibited, brown eumelanin is partially inhibited, phaeomelanin is
totally inhibited, lipochrome 100%.

GREY LONG TAILED GRASSFINCH

Genetic inheritance is homozygous recessive. This mutation is characterised by the absence
of phaeomelanin and maximum increase in eumelanin to one hundred percent 100%.
Phaeomelanin is completely inhibited but transformed into 100% black eumelanin and 100%
lipochcrome.

Réunion des experts “EXPERTS” C.O.M. / O.M.J. - Allemands, Belges,
Espagnols, Français, Italiens, Néerlandais, Suisses et Portugais (auditeurs
libres), - tenu à Massy Palaiseau (France) le 30/31 Mars et 1er Avril 2007.

Le standard a été réalisée pour avoir une référence unique et importante pour
tous les juges O.M.J. et pour tous les éleveurs.
La mise à jour de ces standards sera effectuée régulièrement.
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